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Better check your watches, Vali-diners
Monahan went to collect informationfrom
SAGA earlier this summer, for orientation

by Crystal Kua
by Crystal Kua
Validinerswhoplan to eat at Chieftain or
ibard tomorrow had better check their
itches before they pull out their plastic

rds.
A new SAGA contract goes intoeffect at
i two eateries tomorrow, which prohibits
ili-dineuse from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
d 5 to 6 p.m., Mondays through Fridays.
le Marketplace is the food service on
mpus which willhonor Vali-dinecards for
od purchases duringthosehours.
rhe restriction willstay in effect throughit fall quarter, then be re-evaluated at the
d of the quarter, according to Lyle Geels,
.GA foodservicedirector.

ChieftainandTabard, particularlyduring
ichtimehours.
By channeling Vali-dineusers, whomake
inearly 1
8 percent of the universitypopuion, to The Marketplace, more room
>uld be available for commuter and noniditionalstudents to use the two popular
mpus food stops.
Geels said that according to studies concted by SAGA last year, thesetwo groups
students have decided not to patronize
lieftain and Tabardbecause of the over>wding. Currently theratio betweenValile andcashbusinessis50-50.
The restriction, however, has some stunt leadersupset,
lane Glaser, ASSU 1st vice president,

lieftain, but feels the solutionis not to reict agroup fromusingthe facilities, but to
id more spacein the StudentUnion to acmmodatemorepeople.
Another reason Glaser is unhappy with
e restriction is because no opinions were

licited inreaching thedecision.
"Students didn't really get a say in it,"
id Bryan Brunette, current DormCouncil
csident and R.A. on Bellarmine'ssecond
tor. Brunette saidhe found out aboutthe
cision at his R.A. workshop early last
ek.
He later said, "I resent being told how I
n spend money that Ihave
'' already paid
o the(Vali-dine)system.
Glaser said ASSU officers found out

packets.
The Vali-dine restriction was included in
the information released to Monohon,
Glaser said,butprior to thatstudentshad no
knowledgeoftheupcomingrestriction.
Geels said that when SAGA's new contract with the university was signed on June
4, no students were around, and a decision
was made not to makethe restriction policy
publicuntil the fall.
"We (SAGA) would have liked to have
mentioned it to the students last year; it
would have softened the shock this year,"
saidGeels.
Judy Sharpe, director of resident student
services, explained that she had planned to
inform all the resident students about the
(continued on page three)

Xavier remains 'home sweet home' for students
%J>

by Kerry Godes

by KerryGodes

Phesmokehas cleared, the dust hassettled
i the decision is final. Xavier Hall will
lain untouchedby faculty filecabinets.
Jniversity President William Sullivan,
,madethe announcement lastFriday
beganmoving into
: day beforestudents
—
dorms that work would begin imdiately to design and construct a new
ice building for arts and sciences faculty
sently housed in Marian Hall and that

.
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rhe news was greeted with applause, but
Ilivan joked during last Friday's faculty
ivocation thathe approachedmaking the
nouncement with "one little note of
ience" because he distinctly remembered
!reaction the last university president reved upon making a similar announcent.

'About nine years ago, in this room,
ring the first faculty convocation Iatded at SeattleUniversity when Iwas pro.*
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things he wasgoing todo was replaceMarian
and move the liberal arts faculty out of
Marian," Sullivansaid.
"Iremember very distinctly the negative
reaction on the part of many of the faculty
members that 'oh no, you'ic going
" to depriveus of our belovedMarian,' Sullivan
said as a few snickers couldbe heardamong
the crowd.
Alot haschangedsince Ryan madehis unpopular announcement, however, and last
fall a university committeeunanimously recommendedthat the decaying Marian Hall

torn down and the arts and sciences
,ilty bemovedpermanently andimmedi-

*he committee — originally formed to
dy the cost of maintainingMarian until
le 1990
reached the conclusion that
vier, located at the northeast corner of
npus, would make the best temporary
liters for the displaced faculty until
ninistrators could raise enough money
anew facultyofficebuilding.
Jut Xavier's 177 residents soon took up
battlecry, chanting"this is our home,"
I the mad dash was on to try to find a
ition to the dilemma that would please
h faculty and students,
'or a while, university planners con■red an alternative proposal that the
ulty be moved to Campion Tower on the
th side of campus, across Cherry Street.
faculty grumbled that they wouldbe too
removed fromthe center of campus and
locationwouldhinder their contact with
lents.
ls the school year came to a close last
ng, the fate of the Marian faculty renedundecided.And the longer adminisorsgrappled with the decision, the more
/ began to think that neither alternative
:redarealsolutionto the problem.
j Sullivan told the faculty during the
:ting in Pigott auditorium last Friday,
ivier was really not large enough for the
ilty,moving the faculty to Xavier poseda
blem because it would mean displacing
lents and for the space that we needed,
with Campion, of course, the issue was
tie locationof that building fortheliberal
faculty."
In both of those cases," Sullivan said,
e problemsurfaced ofperhapsa$750,000
ice tag on what everybody took to be a

—

—

iporarymove."
no, make
ut now, with a little nelp
a lotof help from recent legislation
allows independent universities to sell
exemptbonds to the public, a permanent
tion has been found that appears to

—
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SophomoreRay Hotter celebrates thenews that Xavier willremaina dorm for this, and probably many years to come.
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Theologian's anti-war acts may lead to deportation
Peters left frustrated

after hearing cancelled
hy Gerri Garding
hearing
had been set for Monday
A

morning and 40 of his friends, his students
andhis fellowJesuits showed up tolend support. But Carmichael Peters, S.J., was to
know only frustration and disappointment
that day, as he was made to feel yet another
time the power governments can wield over
individual lives.
He had entered the courtroom expecting
tobe told,onceand for all, whetherhe would
be allowedto stay inthis country or whether
he wouldbe deported as a Communist and
anti-waractivist.
Instead, he was toldthat his files had not
been transferred from San Francisco, and
the hearing wouldhaveto becanceled.
It is now 18 years since Peters enteredthe
United States fromhis homein Trinidadand
Tabagoin the West Indies. And although he
has been threatened with deportation for
many of those years, the soft-spoken
theologiancontinues to be concerned about
and take an interest in various anti-war
movements.

And still, U.S. Immigration officials and
severalcongressmen continue their struggle
tohavehimdeported
"I came to the United States in 1967,"
Peters says. "1 was young and politically
naive. That was during the McCarthy and
Kennedy days when 1 was actively involved
in thestudentmovementagainst war."
In 1968 Peters became one of ahandful of
peace protestorson theSt. Ambrosecampus
in Davenport,lowa.Then during the 19705,
whenthe Vietnam warwasexpandedand the
United States began bombing Cambodia,
Peteis says,the anti-war movement took on

.

momentum.

Anti-war Jeaders, Peters among them,
declared a moratorium against the war and
attempted to close down university campuses in an effort to get the students to take
to thestreets withtheirprotest.
Shortly afterthe famous KentState riot,in

which four Kent State University students
were killedas they clashed with police, two
more students were killed in a riot that
eruptedat Jackson State University.

It was only a matter of days after thelast
riot whenPeters and sevenother peace protestors from St. Ambrose werearrested for
their participationinthe protests.
Since then, theU.S. governmenthas been
trying desperately to have Peters deported.
But fortunately forPeters,hehas beenunder
the watchful eye of several concerned U.S.
senators.

Harold Hughes, a U.S. senator and ex-

—
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ashe
waits for word
again,
Carmichael Peters,S.J., has been forced to put his plans for the future on holdonce
of the
movement
participation
of
his
in
the
anti-war
country
because
on whether he will be forced to leave this
1960s and70s.

governor of the state, took a special interest
in Peters and composed a bill which would
allow Peters to remain in the state for one

year. That protection was then continously
extended,asHughes made sure thebillnever
came up for a vote.
After Hughes retired from the senate,
another senator by the name ofDick Clark
began introducing bills to prevent Peters'
deportation,as didourown state's senator at
the time, Warren Magnuson, and JohnCulver fromlowa.
The year 1978 markeda period whenconservative, right-wing and evangelistic forces
dominated the American political scene,
Peters sajys, and in 1980 Clark. Maunuson
and Culver were all defeatedand "left me
withoutasponsor."
Since then, Tom Foley, a Democrat from
Eastern Washington, has taken up Peters'
casein theU.S.HouseofRepresentatives.
Several weeksago,Peters was toldby U S
Immigration officials that his case wouldbe

..

heard on Sept. 24 and a decision rendered
soon thereafter. But alas, when he showed
up for thehearing there werenocase files.
Peters says hehas not been able to see his
family back in Trinidadfor 18 years now, as
he is prohibited from leaving the country

community there. 1 would lose their support
and I would not be allowed to teach there

becausetherearenoJesuitschools."
Asked if he feels a certain allegiance to a
particular country, Peters explains,"I have

'I have absolutely no allegiance to any
country. If I have any allegiance, it's a
historical allegiance to the church and to
the pope. But even there I'm critical.'
unless heleaves for good. Although heloves
them dearly, Peters hasn't even told his
family about his deportationproblems because,hesays,"thoseyou lovealwaystend to
make things seem worse because of their
love."
He doesn't want to go back to Trinidad
now, Peters says,because"there is no Jesuit

absolutely no allegiance to any country. I
haveno senseofnation."

"As a religiousperson, 1 oweit to try tobe
obedient to thelaws of God,"Peters says. "If
1have any allegiance,it's a historicalallegianceto the church and to the pope. But even
there I'm critical."

New student life vice president says people
are more important than size of institution
by Anne Hotz

Although there are obvious changes in
size, he does not feel that coming from a
university with 26,000 students to S.U. with
a student population of only 4,500, will
cause an adjustment problem, said newlyappointed Vice President for Student Life
Jeremy Stringer.

JeremyStringer

Stringer, who is currently vice president
for student affairs at the University of
Southern California, but willreturn to S.U.
in November, said, "There are enough
similarities in the wayaperson manages with
peoplethat the sizeof theinstitutionis not as
important."
Before he was at USC, Stringer was associate dean for students for five years at
PacificLutheran University in Tacomaand
addedthat PLU is comparablein the size to
S.U.
USC houses over 6,200 students on
campus as wellas 3,000 living in fraternaties
and sororities.The university alsohas about
17,000 commuter students. S.U. has about
600 residents on campus with the remaining
3,900 commuting.

Stringer was appointed this summer after
the resignation of Ken Nielsen, who was
named president of the College of St. Mary
in Omaha, Nebraska.

orientation were

Stringer said he is excited about what he
will be doing and is anxious to be working
with offices and staffs he feels are very
qualified. He added, "The offices of this
institution and Father Sullivan's staff are
excellentand the opportunity for me to be a
part ofit is wonderful."

Tim Leary was appointed associate
director of the new student life office and
Steve Fiksdal was named assistant director.
A national search for a director was unsuccessful this summer, but Stringer added he
hoped the position wouldbe filled within the

Impressed by the new office of student
leadership development and the programs
offered to all students, Stringer said he will
focus on the importance of servingpeoplein
thebestpossible way.

Some of the programs offered for stu-

dents, resident and commuter as well, are
such things as the ASSU activities board,upcoming leadership workshops and non-

traditional(over25) student activities.
The office of student leadership was

created last spring when the positions ot
dean for students, diiector of student
activities ;ind director of new studeni

merged, following the
resignations of Nielsen, Director of Student
Activities Rees Hughes and Dean for StudentsDonna Vaudrin.

year.

Stringer said the office of student leadership provides the link betweenthe administration, faculty and students and added,
"We are close enough to the students to
articulate their needs to the administration
and faculty. We arein a vital communicative
position."

The California native graduated from
SouthernMethodist University with a degree
in English literatureand received his doctorate in educational administration from the
University ofWisconsin

.
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Tax-exempt bonds may pay for new faculty building
by Kerry Godes
Seattle University could be the first independent university in the state to "go public" this year, if the state Supreme Court
upholdslegislationallowing private colleges
and universities to sell tax-exempt bonds.

— worth $11.6 million altoThe bonds
gether couldgoon saleto commercialcorporations,insurance companiesand private
investors in search of tax shelters as early as
this spring, said Virginia Parks, vice president for financeandtreasurer.
After setting up a reserve to ensure creditors that the university is capable of repaying up to one year's worth of debt on
the bonds, nearly $10 million will be left to
construct a new faculty office building,
help pay for construction of a new science
and engineeringbuilding and allowthe university to buy needed property for additional parking lots, Parks said.
The university's case will be the first to
test the constitutionality of the legislation
passed last year creating the Higher EducatoinFacilities Authority,which willissue the
bonds on behalf of the universities, Parks
said.
"The question is whether (issuing the
bonds) constitutes lending a state credit,"
she said.
"We certainly expect a favorable ruling,"
Parks said, adding that the court will hear
oralargumentsNov 19andcouldreach a decisionas early as December.
Parks said the recent success of hospitals

—

.

and public housing authorities in testing
similarissuesmakes her confidentthe court
willrule in the university's favor. However,
she said authority members decided to go
ahead with the test case as a matter of prudence.
Four out of five investment analysts contacted by the authority advised going
through with a test case before putting the
bonds on sale, Parks said, because the
authority could get stuck trying to sell
bonds that were no longer tax-exempt
should the court decide against the legislation.
Parks attributed much of the analysts'
cautiousness to the financial crises caused
by the default on its bond sales by the
Washington Public Power Supply System
and to a strict state constitution.
"We all have to be so sensitive to the fact
that the WPPSS cloud is still hanging over
our heads," she said, "and the constitutionalissue wouldbe enough of a cloud that
the authority wouldn't be able to sell the
bonds."
Despite the authority's decision to hold
off on the bond sales, however, Parks said
the university is moving forward with preparations in anticipation of a favorable
decision.

"It's an expensive position, but we're
going ahead with architects, designs and
property acquisitions in anticipation that it
wil| go through. The day we get the decision, we'llbe ready togo to theauthority.
"Theoretically, if they approve what

we'vedone, we can go to market almostimmediately," she said.

Parks said S.U. was able to take immediate advantage of the new legislation because it had just completed its campus
master plan, it had a demonstrableneed for
money to construct new campus facilities
and it had proved to itself and the community that it was in a good financial position
to pay off thebonds.
When the universitybeganlookingfor an
underwriter to prepare the bonds, Parks
said she received a number of inquiries
from large New York firms and actually interviewed 14 investment bankers for the
position. The administration eventually
decided to go with Kidder-Peabody, Inc.
Parks said she was a bit surprised by the
enthusiastic response because this opportunity is so new to higher education institutions. But "it's nice to know people perceive us a good business," she said. "It's
good toget the affirmation."

Alumni director sought
The search is on for a new director of
alumni relations, since Al Zapelli left
that post this summer to becomethe director of development for the Diocese of
Spokane and also executive director of
the Spokane Catholic Foundation.
Zapelli's replacement will be chosen
from 55 applicants who made the Sept.

Vali-diners
(continuedfrom page one)
Vali-dine decision this fall, but since informationleakedout sooner than expected,she
is now relying on floor meetings to get informationout.
After Glaser and other ASSU members
learned about the restriction policy, the
ASSU asked for a meeting with Geels and
Sharpe to discuss possible alternatives. Attending the meeting were Glaser, ASSU
President Scan Cooney, ASSU Publicity
Director Tim Payne, and Andy Thon,S.J.,
assistantvice president forstudentlife.
At the meeting, the ASSU presented
Sharpe andGeels with a listof questions and
concerns about the restriction. The list also
included suggestions for other ways theovercrowding problemmight behandled.

—

Glaser said the meeting didn't accomplish
what she had hoped it would finding
—
"positive alternatives" to therestriction
so she saidtheASSUis planninga "publicity
blitz" to make students aware of the restriction and give them suggestions as to
other places to takemeals to eat, such as the
Upper Chieftain, in order to ease seating
problems in themain dining area.
Glaser said plans are also in progress to
turn thebasementoftheStudentUnion next
to the gameroominto a lounge, so students
canalsoeat there.
"We are trying to get (The Marketplace)
perceived like theChieftain and Tabard are

—

a fast-food type situation for the whole
campus community," said Geels. But he
addedthathe thinks The Marketplaceis still
underutilizedbecause it is in a dormitory,
and it has this stigma of being a dormitory
cafeteria.
Sharpe said she hopes "that people will
begin to use The MarketplacelikeChieftain
because it's larger
'' and can accommodatemorepeople.
Sharpe also said she understands both
sides of the issue because of her role as
housing director and the role she played
while on the non-traditional student advisory board.

...

"My preference, of course, being the person in charge of housing, wouldbe that we
didn't have to place restrictions on anybody
because Ithink that makes for a much happier kindof environment," she said.But she
added thatone of the major issues discussed
by the advisory board was the nontraditionalstudents' inability to use Chieftainbecauseit wasso crowded.
Sharpe explainedtheinformation gathered

fromthe advisory boardand theinformation
from SAGA's customer survey strongly
point to a rising populationin commuter and
non-traditionalstudents.
At the fallconvocation, Thon said83 percent of the university population was commuter students.
Glaser believes the Vali-dine restriction
"would really segregate the commuter and

dorm studentevenmore
'' ... instead ofpulling the two together.
But Geels saidhe hopes that with the improvements heis planning for The Marketplace, more commuter and non-traditional
students would go to The Marketplace and

The firms who contacted her indicated
that S.U. has a "good history, a good
image in the community and they perceive
our bonds to be saleable," Parks said.
"We'vegot ourmasterplanfinished, we've
got two new buildings to build, it's veryclear
that we have projects which need to be financedand that it wouldbe in the publicinter-!
est todo them," sheadded.
In addition, Parks said, the university
recently completed the first year of its $20
million major funds campaignwith pledges
totalling over 70 percent of its goal, "and
that's a track record that'shard to beat."
Parks added that the university won't
make a decision on what kind of bonds to
sell until the court decision is in and analysts have compiled a financial forecast
basedon current interest rates.
"What we decide to do willreally depend
on what interest rates do," she said. "We
won't decide which way we want to go until
January or February."

mingle withresidentstudents.
Geelssaidthat the profitandserviceofthe
campus food services relate equally to each
other.In other words,ifprofit isup, then the

service is satisfactory, and vica versa. "I'd
like to see both
" Chieftainand The Marketplacefilled, Geels added.
"We're gonna makeoperationalchanges,
such as in the cashiers and line flow," said
Geels.
Other changes include preparing more
"grab and go" foods and placing signs
aroundcampus announcing whereTheMarketplaceis.

21 deadline. The search committee,
headed by S.U. alumna Colleen Kinerk,
is comprised of 18 alumni. Communications Director Mark Burnett will assume
the position until a replacement is
found.

Fryable asbestos
found in one-third
of campus buildings
By Kerry Godes
preliminary
A
check of one-third of
all campus buildings has revealed that
fryable asbestos was usedfor insulation,
fireproofing, or other construction uses
in nearly all the buildings checked, said
Joe Sommers, physical plant manager.

Fryable asbestos is defined as the kind
that can be crumbled or crushed by
hand, releasing small particles that are
easily ingested into the lungs. The federal Environmental Protection Agency
put a stop to its use as insulation and
fireproofing in 1973, and extended the
ban to all other uses in 1978, Sommers
said.
In issuing the ban, the EPA said the
materialhadbeen shown to cause severe
lung deteriorationin thosewho hadbeen
exposed to it for prolonged periods of
time on a continual basis, Sommers
added.
No federal requirements currently
exist regarding the removel of asbestos
in colleges anduniversities, said George
Pierce, vice president for administration,
although regulationscall for its removal
from public buildings.
However, Pierce said, "We're now
addressingit as if we werea public building. It's a potentialbig headache andit's
goingto take a big effort."
Sommersestimatedit will take at least
until the end of the school year to complete a check of all campus buildings,
but said that a preliminarycheck had so
far turned up asbestos in Campion
Tower, Connolly Center, Barman,
Marian Hall, and the Science and EngineeringBuilding.
Sommers said the asbestos should not
pose a health problem for students, but
added he is primarily concerned about
the health of maintenance workers who
are constantly exposed to the material
while working to repair pipes, ceilings
and boilers.
Once all the buildings on campus have
been checked, Sommers said his crew
willbegineither removing the asbestosin
the worst cases or sealingit so that the
particlescan not bereleasedintothe air.
"It's horribly expensive to remove,
but we can seal it up and make it safe,"
he said. In the meantime, all maintenance workers will be required to wear
coveralls and respirator masks in order
lo protect themselves when they come in
contact with the material. An effort is
also being made to alert all workers to
the possiblehazards,Sommerssaid.
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A glimpse of the pope stirs unexpected compassion
In an unexpected flash of compassion, my resistance to Pope John
Paul IIand his brand of "old-fashioned," true-blue Catholicism melted
in a single visit to Abbotsford, 8.C., where my sister and Iwatched the
pontiff celebrate mass last week.
Against my will, Imade arrangements for the trip just to get my sister
stop
to
her incessant pleading. Iwas sure the trip would result in nothing
more than a fleeting glimpse of a narrow-minded man who opposes so
—
many issues close to my heart namely allowing women to be ordained
and Catholic priests to marry.
Dragged to thehistorical event, Ifelt remorse when the woman responsible for making the travel arrangements for a large group of Hispanics
asked us to bringblessings for all those who, like her,could not attend.
Iwas uncomfortable with my rebellious attitude, so 1 tried everything I
could think of to get caught up by the crowd's enthusiasm. But my tricks
held no magic.
Iobserved the gathering, Catholics and non-Catholics alike. Italked to
them about their feelings and views of the pope, but I found them un-

reasonable.
My hardened heart wasn't in it.
Itried going to confession, Iread a newspaper clipping about the pope,
—

and then Igave vp opting to watch the children catching grasshoppers,
one of which hid in my newspaper for refuge.
About 2 p.m., all the aisles between the enclosures were empty. Inside
the fences, people quickly took positions to get the best view. Some
stepped on cardboard boxes, others leaned on benches, and about 15
people climbed a five-foot garbage can while Itried to get some rest on
the turf.
My curiousity proved stronger than my drowsiness, though, and Isoon
found myself perched on a borrowed stool, craning my neck for a
glimpse of the pope as his motorcade made its way past our enclosure.
That brief glimpse touched me and suddenly I felt a great sense of
peace. My turmoil vanished and his inspired homily appealed to my faith
and that of thosearound me.
I
don't really know what caused my change in attitude, but Irealised
it was thoughtless to judge the spiritual leader of the world and the advocate of human rights and dignity on the basis of two relativelyinsignificant issues. 1realizedhis resistance to liberalism and the changes it would

Pundit 'Pinionby Danilo Campos

.
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Solved Xavier/Marion saga
proves people still matter
Okay, so we were skeptical.
We didn'tbelieve the administration would really take the time to listen
to students when they said they didn't want to give up Xavier. Nor did we
believe those same administrators would lendsuch a sympathetic ear when
faculty members complained that amove to Campion would put toomuch
distance between them and their students.
Just thinking about alternatives that would satisfy both groups was
enough to send dollar signs dancing in our dear administrators' heads.
We were sure the proposition would simply prove too expensive to remain entertaining for verylong.
But as the saga of Marian Hall draws ever nearer to its unexpectedly
happy ending, we're not too cynical and not too jadedto admit that we're
pleased with the decision to beginconstruction fora new liberal arts faculty
office building.
Not only will the new building provide a safe, warm and dry alternative
to the cozy but crumbling MarianHall, but it shouldalso give the faculty a
much-needed sense of encouragementand support.
Sure, moneyplayeda major part in the decision. But the bottom line to
this story may well be that people still matter at Seattle University.
Now that's a heritage we'd be proud to share.

Spectator editorial policy
The Spectator will once again offer two pages of editorials and opinions.
Unless otherwise designated, editorials appearing on these pages represent the opinion of the Spectator editorial board, which consists of the
editor, managing editor andeditorial page editor.
Several political columnists will share their views here, alternating week
to week. We will also continue the tradition of having more than one
columnist to allow the expression of more ideas and to spread the responsibility of generating stimulating commentaries each week to more than
one student.
Readers can express their views either by writing a letter to the editor or
by submitting a guest editorial to the Repartee column.
Letters to the editor must be typed, double-spaced and limited to 250
words. The author must sign themand include a phone number where he
or she can be reached in case the letter is libelous or needs other editing.
Letters will be printed as soon as possible, spacepermitted.
The Repartee column is designed for those readers who feel confined
by the 250 word limit on letters to the editor. We ask that opinion pieces
submitted to Repartee beno longer than four pages triple-spaced and that
a name and phone number be included. Do not hesitate to contact the
editorial page editor in advance to discuss possible Reparteeideas.
The deadline for letters to the editor isnoon Monday. The deadline for
Repartee submissions is 3 p.m. Friday.
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Opinions expressed on these pages are not
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bring about in the church may be a natural reaction to a life lived under
the threat of communism while he studied in Poland.
Though 1 will always question his teaching, 1 feel solidarity for his
cause and Ishare with you his blessing.
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Ferraro's ethics may produce Mondale's downfall
Walter Mondale's choice of New York

Representative Geraldine Ferraro for his
vice-presidential running mate may have
been one of the most important, if not
shrewdest, decisions of his political career.
Amidst his lackluster campaign, after all,
he certainly needed a spark one political

Political
Columnist

—

pundit sized up Mondale's charismatic
charms by noting that whenMondale gives
a fireside chat, the fire goes out.
But was it a shrewd decision?
Certainly, Ms. Ferraro is a photogenic
and handsome womanof 49 years, a tough
politicalcampaigner whohas a warmthand
humor perceived missing at the top of the
Democratic ticket. Ferraro can also lay
some claim to a law enforcement background,having served as a prosecuting attorney, although recent press reports indicate she may have gained the position
through nepotism rather than merit.Nonetheless, Mr. Mondale could have done
worse.

On the other hand, negatives mount
rapidly. Along withher toughness,Ferraro
tends to shoot from the lip. For instance,
taking a cue from fellow Democrat and
political mentor, House Speaker Thomas
"Tip" O'Neill, Ferraro indiscreetly questioned whether the president was a "good
Christian"inlight of his administrativepolicies.
One should recallthat O'Neillearlier this
year chided Reagan for his supposed poor
church attendance, suggesting that the president had little justification to profess
Christianity unless he sat regularly before
the pulpit.
O'Neill was soon forced to back off,
however, once the president explained that
his very presence could place thelives ofhis
fellow parishionersin jeopardy in an assasinationattempt a rather Christ-like consideration, one would think. Similarly, Fer-

—

Ronald
MacKay Jr.
raro has had to back-pedal, althoughthe effort to isolate and denigrate the president
personallyisclear.
Ad hominems aside, the Mondale-Ferraro campaign has recently sought to address what they are calling "the issues".
But, ironically, it may be "the issues" that
come to ensnarlthem.
For example, despite all the rhetoric
about "traditional family values" extolled
at the Democratic Convention in San Francisco last July, the Democratic party platform nevertheless endorsed and supported
"gay" rights. Besides contributing to the
perversion of a wonderful adjective within
the English language, explanations as to
just how homosexuality pertains or contributes to "family values" are significantly
missing. Thus far Ferraro has escaped a
clarificationof her views on this transparent "minority right."

Much more significantly, the "Ferraro
factor" has been and will continue to be
hard put to adequately smooth over the
question ofabortion. Almost schizophrenically, Ferraro insists that she publicly supports abortion legislation,while insisting in
the same breath that she privately opposes
abortion, in accordance with her Roman
Catholic faith.

Here we arrive at that age-old dilemma:
to what extent should public morality be
dictated by private morals, and vice versa?
Further, can one consistently believe and
profess one set of ethics privately yet not
manifest them in public activities? Where is
theline of hypocrisy drawn?
These were some of the same questions
and rallying cries of those who were eager
to tear down the Nixon Administration a
decade ago. The legacy left behind was a
myriad of post-Watergate "ethics" legislation, years of self-doubt, political action
committeesand the like. This "issue" will
continue to divideand troublemany unless
and untilFerraro lays it quickly to rest, if
thatis at allpossible.
Still another problem is the labyrinthic
business practices and finances of Ferraro's
husband, John Zaccaro, including an illegal
$110,000 loan to Ferraro's campaign, apparent falsedisclosure statements whereshe
claimed "no knowledge," gain orcontribution from her husband's business despite
serving as the firm's secretary and vicepresident; and further discrepancies arising
from questionable loan repayments and
"irregularities"in the use of private estate
monies.

Recently, however, Meese was cleared of
those charges and his nomination to attorney general now seems assured. But with
the shoe on the other foot, one is compelled
to ask: Mr. Mondale, now where is the
sleaze?

Was Mondale's decision shrewd? Certainly, if it is viewed in the context of capturing themedia spotlight, albeit shortlived.
Increasingly, though, his decision to hire
Ms. Ferraro must be seen as either oblivious
to, or cavalier about possible skeletons
lurkinginher public and private closets.
Mondale is fond of recalling that he was
brought up as a "preacher's kid".It will be
interesting to observe whetherMr. Mondale
and Ms. Ferraro can recapture theCamelot
days of John and Jackie Kennedy in the
public's mind or whether they will suffer
the fallof alatter-day Adamand Eve.

On the other hand, the recent decision by
the House Ethics Committee to investigate
Ferraro's files and statements may serve to
aid, rather than hinder, the MondaleFerraro campaignin so far as removing this
issue frommediaand public scrutiny.
Interestingly, during the nomination
hearings earlier this year for Attorney
General-designateEdwin Meese, Mondale
coined what he considered "the sleaze factor" within the Reagan Administration:
those charges, counter-charges and innuendoes levelled at Meese andhis wifeof impropriety concerning financial disclosures,
gifts and political favors.

ASSU activities board needs students to fight apathy
Do you recognize any of these names:
Debbie Sweet, Pat Shaw, John Worden,
John Schaff, Bryan Brunette, Brett
Powers, Michel Murphy, Robin Denini,
Patty Unfred, Laura Huber, Mary Ransom,
Tracy Robles, Mike Armstrong, or David
Urbima?
Have you attended, participated in, or do
have an interest in dances, speakers,

you

films, Oktoberfest, Homecoming, Maydaze,
Open College, ski trips, talent shows, airband contests, trivia pursuit competition,
boat cruises, or coffee house entertainers

and poetry readers?
Well, if those names don't ring a bell, but
you still have an interest in attending these
or similar events, then you should meet the
activitiesboard.
You ask what the heck is an activities
board?Let me explainit to you. The activities board is a somewhat novel idea,
roughly three to four years in the making.
But this year marks the first time that all
positions on the boardhave been filled and
additionalpositionshavebeenadded.
Why not, when activities are to college
life what fish are to water? But then why
was the activities board so long in the
making? Maybe, as one curious freshman,
full of ideas and energy asked, "How can I
get involved?" Receiving no answer, he
may have turned to heavy partying on the
dorm floor or would soon have faced the
unfortunate fate of being considered apathetic by his peers.
Idon't know, but Ican tell you this: activities are going to happen this year.
Let me explain to you what an activities
board is. The ASSU activities board is a
group of students sharing a common goal
of developing the board into one of the
most visible and active organizations on
campus by developinga team effort and involving as many students as possiblein pro-

< honor

society, and to act as ASSU speakers

"director. John has already lined up such big

Repartee
Cathy Huber

ducing the best quality, most diverseactivitiespossible.
There are II official positions on the
board, referred to as directors. Each of the
directors is responsible for some type of

programming, which includes overseeing a
budget and a committee of volunteer
workers.
The directors and members of the board
havebeenplanningactivities for the coming
academic year since last spring and have
devoteda great deal of time and energy this
summer to putting on activities this fall. At
thii point, let me give you a peek at what
they have been diligently working to prepare.

Pat Shaw: current Tabard Inn manager
and English major, Pat is serving as activities boardmusic director. He is responsible
for lining up entertainmentforbothTabard
and ASSU events.
Patty Unfred: an RA on fourth floor
of Xavier, Patty is our Open College director. She is working to line up instructors for
fun-filled and informative courses that will
include classed in handwriting analysis and
danceclasses, to name a few.
JohnSchaff:John has just returnedfrom
the German-in-Austriaprogram to serve as
the president of Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit

name speakers as Raymond Bonner, a
former New York Times correspondent
who will speak on Central American issues
related to theUnited States and to localand
national candidates in the November general election.
Brett Powers: Brett is currently the ASSU
films director and is busy setting up a film
festivalfor November.
Bryan Brunette: a second floor RA in
Bellarmine Hall, Bryan is the ASSU travel
director.He willbe assuming the responsibility of coordinating the Sail-Away cruise,
dance and ski night this quarter. He will
also be working with the ski director (a
position that is still open) in organizing
weekly ski trips thiswinter.
John Worder: our unofficialdance director (this position still has to be approvedby
the ASSU senate) will be working with Pat
Shaw to organizedances in Tabard, plus he
has already organized the ASSU Outdoor
Bash and theHalloweenDance.
Michel Murphy: Michel has organized
this quarter's Oktoberfest, scheduled for
the second week inOctober.
Rick Diedrich and Robin Denini: Robin
and Rick have been working on organizing
Homecoming Week 1985, a week-long festival including a casino night and semiformal dance.
Laura Huber and Mary Ransom: these
two are working on the Maydaze celebration for spring quarter. Their lists include
the traditionalstreet fair, barbeque and Intramuralfestconcert.
Tracy Robles: Tracy is focusing on
women'sissues as director of women's programming. Her first activity is women's
health week, which includes lectures and
workshops dealing with health-related
issues. The second, women'sbusiness week,
will have the same format, but with a business emphasis.

Mike Armstrong: Mike is our nontraditional student programming director.
He is working to set up wine and cheese
socials for thenon-traditional(over-25) students, as well as researching what kinds of
services non-traditional students could use
the most.
David Urbima: David just joined the
board last week as the intercultural programming director. He will assume the
week-long project of world awareness/international week this winter.
Debbie Sweet: Debbie is the activities
assistant who keeps us all organized.
Well, with all these projects going on,not
one willget off the drawing board without
some energetic people who have a lot of
ideas and talent to join the activities
board and work toward our common
goal which is to produce the best events
ever!
Some of you signed up at the Welcome
Booth and various other events, and we
highly encourage anyone else who is interested to sign up as well. What willIget
from it, you ask? Fun, experience, friends,
free T-shirts, free events, and an exposure
to a possiblenew fieldofinterest.
How do you get involved?Simply go to
any activities board meeting publicized or
call the activities office at 626-6815. For
those of you who have already signed up,
meeting informationwill be sent to you and
thank you forthe support.
So let's go, and let'shave fun!

—

Cathy Huber is a senior nursing major at
S.U. and this year's ASSU activitiesdirector.

Collage
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'Repo Man': A wild blend of violence and humor
really already insensitive and having a good
by Dean Visser

time seeing peopleget shot and vaporizedin

Let's face it: Motion picture violence is
high comedy today. Without launchinginto
a sermon about the morally-degenerated
state of our society that this fact may indicate,it's a pretty easy observation to make.
It allprobably got started about a decade
ago, with Stanley Kubrick's popular film
"A Clockwork Orange."In the film, director Kubrick had Malcolm McDowellprancing about with a cane like Gene Kelley and
graphically stabbing, abdomen-kicking,
raping and bludgeoninga young couple, all
the while smiling and crooning "Singin' in
theRain." It was horrifying at the time, but
the ridiculous contrast got gradually funnier over the years and gets a roar of
laughter fromaudiences today.
Close-up, clear and overdone violence in
movies never fails to get laughs in today's
theaters. Stanley Kubrick is considered to
be pretty intelligent and conscientious and
all, so by portraying incredible brutality in
an obviously humorous fashion, he may
have been trying to mirror our insensitivity
to the violence around us (a la Vietnam),
but it'sdifficult to tellfor certain.
At any rate, this summer'slow-budget hit
"RepoMan" is a prime exampleof a popular, big-selling film from an intelligent
youngdirector that takesoff-hand brutality
and ghastly radiation-related physical maladiesandmakes them hilarious.
Undisputableya punk film, it is also undisputably funny. It pulls in the mohawks
and leathers crowd, and makes them laugh.
It's hard to tell if everybody is getting their
social consciousness raised by a legitimate
statement about our society's growingboredom and insensitivity, or if everybody is

a humorous context.
One can never tell about the audience,
but what this film seems to be overall is a
sort of punk generation's sneering satiric
look at itself.
In "Repo Man," obscure professional
car repossessors, punkers, dangerously
radioactive aliens, government agents, the
police, and members of a UFO cult all
interact a chaotic mix similar to the view
of existence expressedin a lot of punk rock

—

and art.

The movie is loud and furiously paced,
like its accompanying soundtrack by punk
musician Iggy Pop. It features seedy people
who wallow in their seediness, much like
the punk culture revels in seediness and ugliness to reflect the "decay of society."
The film begins with a young punker
named Otto, played by a wild-eyed Emilio
Estevez, who gets fired from his box boy
job andloseshis girl friend.He accidentally
assists a scuzzy professional car repossessor
named Bud (Harry Dean Stanton) in the
dangerous task of taking back a car whose
owner has missedpayments on it.
After the successful repossession, Otto
winsthe respect and admirationofBud and
his fellow repossessors by verbally abusing
them and pouring the beer they offer him
on their floor. They offer him a job, which
he eventually accepts.
The aliens enter the action wnen a car
carrying their radioactive bodies is heard to
have a $20,000 reward posted on it by the
government. The car, an older Chevy
Malibu,is beingdrivenby a nuclear scientist
whohas gonemadandhad alobotomy, and
is seen physically deterioratingas he slowly

dies of radiation sickness while driving
across the country evading nuclear government agents and competingrepo men who
areafter the reward.
Otto, the protagonist of the film, gets
caught in the middle of the action and violence of the chase when he attempts to help
a UFO cultist (a young girl he likes), find
thecar and help get thealiens to the cultists'

headquarters.
During the course of it all, Otto gets into
car chases, and is repeatedlybeatenand shot
at and gets radiation sickness from exposure
to the aliens. And through it all, he is a
hilariously satiric model of the disillusioned
punk generation, sickened by everyting in
society including his parents, himself, and
everybody else, and bored to the point of
doing anything at all for the sake of having
an experience.
Throughout a life-threatening car chase,

Otto maintains his Beaver Cleaver-like
smile and calmly says "Wow, this is intense." After a horrifying and violent fight,
Otto is unaffected by the human destruction and his own narrow escape, but more
impressed by the fact that something major
has actually happened,"Hey," he chuckles
withmildly amused wonder,"that was really
severe."
In spite of all the exaggerationand satire
in "Repo Man," it turns out much of the
film is surprisingly true-to-life in dealing in
the lives of repo men. Its director, Alex
Cox, worked for a repo company, and his
former employer, a current repossessor
namedMark Lewis, said that the job really
is violentand dangerous and often involves
high-speed chases. Lewis said repo men
really do get shot at and like to drink on the
road, just as in this film.

The movie's cast of characters also fit
Harry Dean Stanton,
Otto's callous and sleazy partner, has
played similar dirty and intense roles in
many filmssuch as "CoolHand Luke" and
"Alien," and in television shows such as
"Gunsmoke."
EmilioEstevez, who plays Otto, has been
in a wholeline of movies about dismal teenagerhood, including "The Outsiders" and
"Seventeen Going on Nowhere."
Another repo man in the film, Tom Finnegan,spent 21 yearsin the Army, has acted
in a lotof war movies, writtenbooks about
war, and acted in a stage play called "The

their roles well.

Orphan's Revenge."
One of the most interesting characters in
"Repo Man" is Miller, an old greaseball
who hangs around a trash-burning barrel
behind the repo lot, poking the fire with a
stick and uttering whimsical thoughts that
sound profound but are just on the fringes
of sense, anddon't quite make it allthe way
there.
"I don't want to know how to drive,"
Miller says with a knowing smile. "The less
you drive, themore intelligent you get."
Miller seems to have a minor role in the
story until the end, when aliens and repo
men finally get together. Miller is played by
Tracey Walter, who has appeared in pro-

ductions ranging from the movie "Hardcore"to TV's "WKRPinCincinnati."Heis
also into Eastern meditation and writes
books andpoetry forchildren.
Whether "Repo Man" is a statement
against sick society or a reflection of it, it is
a lotof fun. Even if your social consciousness isn't raised, you can still get a laugh
from the insane and extreme humor in this
one-of-a-kindshow.

Budget restaurants provide variety
by Dean Visser

In spite of the way S.U. students like to rave about the
impeccablequality and atmosphere oftheir three on-campus
dining facilities, there are days when a little variety in food
consumptionmaybe inorder.Nomatter howgood thefoodin
any one place maybe,after a whiletheyogurt andhashbrowns
can become dangerouslyindistinguishableif one is forced to
eat there too often
Add to this the factthat trying tocook a decentthree-course
breakfast foryourself before classesona one-eyeburneris an
allbut laughable concept, and that Vali-dinecards willnot be

acceptedat theChieftainandTabardInn during certainhours
thisyear, you may find yourselfin needof a close, low-priced
restaurant you can trust for quality.
After spending a long summer living on campusand throwing away hard-earned money on dining out for nearly every
meal, Ihave compileda list of a few favoritestops forstudents
whoarenew to theCapitolHillarea,or for returningstudents
hungry for some variety. All ofthe places mentioned feature
good food in the price range of $3 to $5 for a mealof substantial quantity.

BREAKFAST:

Emil's Cafe, at the corner of 12th Avenue and East Pike
Street,is a smallplace thatisopen weekdays from6:30a.m. to
3 p.m., and serves only breakfast and lunch. It looks like a

typical greasy spoon, but the breakfast is good, the coffee is

great, and the prices aresome of thelowest around.

A typical bacon and eggs breakfast includes four strips of
lean bacon, three slightly greasy eggs, toast and hashbrowns,
for a reasonable price around $3.
On Broadway, just past East John Street, Ernie Steele's
CheckerboardCafe is a sort of island of old-fashioned restaurant normalcy in themiddleofthe artsy,avant-garde mishmash ofthe Broadway district.Big, fading muralsof wilderness fishing scenes and adim, dark-hardwood interiorgive this
littlelunch counter place a secluded and relaxinglyunpretentious atmosphere.
Ernie'sis thekindofplace one would expect to find along a
woodedhighway on the way to a huntinglodge.The servers
are older, friendly and familiar, and thebreakfasts are tasty,
home-cooked and inexpensive.Portionsand prices aresimilar
to EmiPs.Ernie's features standard dinerlunches and dinners,
but their specialty is the all-day breakfast specifics. The
"country breakfast"specials arethebest.Hoursare 6:30 a.m.
to7 p.m. every day except Sunday, whenclosing timeis3 p.m.

LUNCH:

-

—

Yasuko's, at the corner of Broadway andJames Street
just a block up from Campion Tower offersgreat Teriyaki

~
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at probably thebest price in town, and your order isready in
less than threeminutes. For $2.75 you can have beef,chicken,
or pork teriyaki with a huge accompaniment of steamedrice
and a portionof tart shredded cabbage.For the same price,a
big plate of chicken curry with rice isalso available,although
the teriyaki items are the bestbet.
This tiny restaurant, with its clean, generic decor and
service, truly has one of the best deals for your money in the
area.Yasuko's speedof service,goodfood, closeproximityto
campus and efficient take-out containers make it a perfect
college lunch place.

After trying Yasuko's onceor twice, its convenience might
tempt you to make it an every-day habit lor a while.Don't.
This food is excellent, so don't tilt yourself on its limited
variety. (One Campion Tower resident this summer claimed
thathebled teriyakisauce after takingadvantage of Yasuko's
qualityand locationoncetoo often.) Yasuko's isprobablybest
at an intake rate of about one mealper week.
Ifyou prefer vegetariandishes, or if you're in searchof a bit
more variety, try theCause Celebre Cafe. On 15th Avenue
between Mercer and Republican streets, it's more of a haul
fromcampus, but the variety is great and thefood isdelicious.
"Cause" deals in no meat whatsoever, and eating here can
be a socio-politicalexperience.The wallsare plastered inside
and out with theposters and graffitiof every fragmented leftbank cause or organization imaginable,most of which have
somehow come tobe associatedwithvegetarianism Theeffect
can bealmost overpowering,sort of like eating at a protest
march.
But the airy, Bohemiandecor of light woodand foliage at
the Cause is nice, and the food, such as the "Veggie
Meltdown" sandwich (cheese melted over crisp, fresh vegetablesopen-face onthick whole-grainbread) is refreshing and
makes one feel healthy. Cause hours are from 10 a.m. to 11

.

p.m. everyday.

DINNER:

In theback ofthe Alleyarcade onBroadway (where Haagen
Dazs is also located), the tiny Hibachi restaurant has very
tasty, veryJapanese foodthat is quick buthas a touchoflight
elegance to it.1highlyrecommend their yaki-soba stir-fried
noodles withvegetables,pork andginger.Thisisanother good
place for take-out orders.
The LittleBiscuit delicatessen, on the ground floor of the
First Hill Plaza at the corner of Madison Street andSummit
Avenue, can pull almost anything from behind the counter
andmake a very goodsandwich. They haveany kindofbread
or cheeseyou could want ona sandwich, as wellas toppings
thatrange from cranberry to guacamole,and a large selection
of cold cuts. The Little Biscuit also offers fresh desserts,
including various cheesecakes and mousses, at reasonable
prices. There are usually two daily soup choices, and both are
always fantastic.
The eating areais in the front of a foodand sundries store
whichstocks a fairimported beer andwineselection, as wellas
a few gourmet food itemsfor home use.
TheLittleBiscuit is open 24hours a day andis a great place
for a sandwich in the middleof the night. The late-night
"crowd" of four or five customers sometimesincludes some
interesting and talkative characters.
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Powers hopes to mix
art, popularity in films
by Dean Visser
Brett Powers, ASSU's new films director, hopes to bring a mixture of movies to
campus this year that will fill auditoriums
without being vapidcrowd-pleasers.
"At first Ihope to possibly get some
good, older American films like "Day of
the Dolphin" with George C. Scott, so as
not to alienate the new freshmen," says
Powers. "Or maybe an Eastwood film or
two, something they can really sink their
fangs into," he adds.
Powers, a junior in the MatteoRicci program who is in his third year at S.U., says
he has diverse taste in movies and appreciates classic American-madefilms fromthe
19505, such as Alfred Hitchcock's, and several foreign films as well.
One of Powers' favorite directors is the
Japanese director Kurosawa. Kurosawa's
most famous work is "Dersu Uzala," a
movie filmed in Siberia and noted for its
breath-taking scenery and an unusually
genuine treatment of human warmth that
transcendslanguage.
Even cynical viewers can walk out of the
theater after "Dersu Uzala" with a
celluloid-induced "good feeling," Powers
says.

Some ofKurosawa's action movies, such
as "TheSeven Samurai," starring Toshiro
Mifune, who helped get Japanese films
recognizedin theUnited States, inspireddirector Sergio Leone, who is famous for his
American-style "spaghettiWesterns" filmed
inItaly,according to Powers.
Powers says he wants to assure students
(hat these films are well-madeand a lot of
fun, despite their obscurity in the mainstream media. He consulted William Taylor, an English professor at S.U. who
knows some Japanese, about the Kurosawa
movies, and plans to ask Taylor to give a

short word to viewers before the films so
they may understand them better.
Powersalso is considering using a related
theme in selecting films, possibly for each
month or each quarter. He mentioned, for
example, the possibility of an animation
festival featuring shows such as "Heavy
Metal" and "Wizards," both well-known
and fairly hip fantasies.
He is also considering horror movies as a
theme; "Not Friday the 13th" and "Halloween," says Powers; "I got turned off on
those early. I'drather get into classics like
Hitchcock's "Psycho" or "The Birds," or
even something like "Poltergeist," which
actually frightened me."
"Another distinct possibility," he says,
"would be a theme of Australian films, or
Peter Weir films." Weir is the Australian
director famous for "Mad Max," "Road
Warrior," and "Gallipoli," and his films
are gems. They are interesting and riveting,
full of taut emotion, odd and beautiful
landscapes, and unusual and bizarre
themes.
Powers says that the greatest handicap to
getting a lot of quality filmsis the budget he
has to work with. The ASSU budget allows
$1,000 each quarter for films, and most
films cost $200 to $400 to rent, he says. But
Powers says he's trying to work out a deal
with S.U.s instructional media center, because he believes there may be a possibility
that they could help him get better rental
rates.

Another way to increasehis film selection
would be to raise more money by drawing
more off-campus viewers. Powers says. He
says he plans to notify local radio station
KUOW of upcoming movies so that announcements can be aired, and he says he
might be able to pull some strings with the
entertainmenteditor at KCMU, the popular
University of Washington radio station.

"wi
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Mon. thru Fri.
11:30am to 2:00 am

ASSU film connoisseur Brett Powers, this year'son-campus movie chairman on theactivities board, browses through the repertory schedule of the
Neptune Theater insearchof ideas for movies to bring to S.U.

W
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1021 E.Pike St.
324-9210

SU's FUN PLACE WELCOMES STUDENTS,
FACULTY & STAFF BACK TO SCHOOL
Sat., Sept. 29th "two bit nite" 8-10 pm with S.U. I.D.

- Come on in.

This Year's SU Specials Open to Students, Faculty & Staff

—

—

Any kind, anytime, SUprice 3 ormore with SU I.D. 60 oz. pitchers $2.75
SU Ladies Night every Wednesday 6:30-1:30,10 oz. drafts 50 cents, house wine50 cents
Staff & Faculty nite, every Sunday 7-11,60 oz. pitchers $2.75, house wine50 cents
(must be21 and haveSU 1.D.)

*******************************

I*******************************
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT !
a

Back for hissecond Fun Year
"TheTricano DeSalesShow"

COMING SOON

#&
Stay Tuned

MORE LIVE FUN

"*%>
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McGowan has 'new name to go with position
by Anne Hoi/
Working to makethe S.U. community more comfortable
with the idea of being God's gifts is the main goal for the
new Campus Ministry Director, Joseph Oneal McGowan,
S.J., once known to all as "Father 0.J."
McGowan, who now prefers to be called Joseph, returned to his given name four months ago when his uncle,
also namedJoseph, died. McGowan said he felt it was important to carry on the family nameand tradition.
"Ihave come to my maturity and 1 felt it was time to take

my name," saidMcGowan.

McGowan said he is pleased and humbled at being given
the opportunity to work as the directorof Campus Ministry
and said he and the entire Campus Ministry office will work
to prepare the roadfor the "good worksof theLord."
"TheLord has selected me and the good things so far are
Him," he said.
McGowan addedhe does not see himself as a directorbut
one of a community and he said the community of the
Campus Ministry office will continue to strengthen the
S.U. community.
"If we are whole, who won't be whole," he asked rhetorically.
In order for the spiritual message to be known, McGowan said he will work to emphasize the importance of the
gospel in the everyday livesof the people.
"In worship, we can share who we are through creative
dance and having the gospels acted out," saidMcGowan.
Individuals can alsoshare theirgifts through retreat work

such as Search, and prayer groups that are open to all
interested on Wednesday afternoons in the Bellarmine
study lounge from 4 to 5 p.m.
The Campus Ministry office is also focusing on the gifts
of elderly bothin theS.U. community and the outside community who, McGowan said, often feel left out. There is a
Senior Prom planned for Oct. 6 in the Campion ballroom
and McGowan said this will be a time for senior citizens to
share their gifts and talents through food, musicand storytelling.

McGowan said he thinks it is important for individuals to
understand their personal feelings and who they are as
sexual beings. He added that people come to that understanding by questioning their spiritual, emotionaland physical well-being.
McGowan attributes the past success of campus ministry
programsto a staff he is proud ofand excited to be working
with.
Campus Ministry

JEFF ROBERTSON/SPECTATOR

Joseph Oneal McGowan, or Father O.J. to those of you still living in the past, is already hard at work
recruiting kindly souls to work with his Campus Ministry team.

workers this year include Charles

Schmitz, S.J., former pastor of St.Leo'sCatholic Church in
Tacoma; Karen Dammann, an S.U graduate whoarrivedlast
winter to take on the job as campus minister after the resignation of Terrie Ward; Helen Bendik, 0.P., Campus
Ministry secretary; Lisa Ursino-Nance, newly appointed
liturgical coordinator; Colleen Benzinger, coordinator for
the Reach Out program; Stacy Cates, retreat coordinator
andKirn Bennett, Search secretary.

.

Before being appointed director of Campus Ministry,
McGowan was director of Minority Affairs. In the (en
years he has been at S.U., McGowan said, he applied for
the campus ministry position twice before.
"I havegrown up a 10l sinceI've beenhere and Iam glad
to have gotten the position now," said McGowan. He
added that he had originally decided not to apply tor the

position but, after a nighl of struggle, he awoke one
morning feeling thai he had been called to the position.
"I was very quiel inside and I knew thai the Lord had
spoken to me. Once the Lord has chosen, I do as He has
spoken.
"The Lord has chosen me to be Campus Ministry Direc
lor." McGowan said.

New Horizon staff cures the new student syndrome
by Frances Lujan

Lost, scared, excited! We all know the
emotionaltrio well, especially when playing
theroleof anew student

.

The New HorizonOrientationstaffof 'B4
is here to rescue you from this freshman
syndrome. Over 60 student volunteers provided a welcoming atmosphere for new

freshmen and transfer students throughout
orientationweek, whichcontinues untilOct.
6, with a variety ofevents.
Orientation chairperson Susan Ford
started planning for this year's events last
spring quarter. This mother of three had a
hand in organizing last year's orientation
activitiesanddecidedto do it again this year.
Ford said, "I enjoy working with students

and Iwanted to be involved."She added,
"the enthusiasm and hard work of the
volunteers and the six team leaders make
Orientation a fun event."
Campus sprang to life this week -with
bright-eyedfreshmen and their families who
came to participate in Orientation activities
such as the barbeque and the president's
reception.But it took an eveningof Saturday

NewHorizonoffers a variety ofupcoming
events that are sure to remove the newstudent jitters. Ford encourages new studentsto participatein the following events.

Night Live inBellarmineto finally break the
ice. Freshmen were introduced to campus
life through humorous games and skits presented by the Horizon staff. A skit from
Night Gallery's tale of dread called "Buried
Alive in Financial Aid," received the most
giggles.

" StreetFair, 1lthStreetmall, today from

noon to 3 p.m. It will be an afternoon at a
miniaturecarnival. Organizational booths,
food, games and entertainment will be provided.
Connolly Center Night, today from6:30
to 8:30 p.m. Activities include games, team
sports, individual recreation, and fitness
seminars.
Big Event Dance, Campion Ballroom,
Sept. 28, 9 to 1 a.m. The first danceof the
year with an airband contest. Freshmen are
encouraged to set up a group and participate
inthecontest.
Auction, Lemieux Library Auditorium,
Sept. 29, 7 to 8 p.m. Savethose tokens!Now
you can cash in on the merchandise and
services donated by local businesses and
S.U. faculty andstaff.
Princess Marguerite ferry to Victoria,
8.C., Sept. 30. Tickets can be purchased in
advanceat the WelcomeBooth.
Northwest Adventure, Oct. 6. Explore
the beauty of the Pacific Northwest on one
of three tours New Horizon offers to
Leavenworth, Mt. RainierNational Park, or
Tillicum Village/Salmon Bake. Tickets can
be purchased at ihe Welcome Booth or the
Officeol Student Leadership.

"

"

"

"

"

Looks like fun, huh? If you missed the Orientation barbeque last Sunday, don't fret. The ASSU has lots more
activities planned for the near future. Sharing a laugh here are Laura Huber and Bryan Brunette (right), while Joe
MaasenandConradChaves (left) tend the grills.
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Developing student leaders is Leary's goal
ations of VicePresident forStudentLifeKen

hy Anne Hotz

Nielsen, Directorof Student ActivitiesRees

Finding ways to develop student leaders
and to assist students in finding resources
both on and off campus, will be his first
priority as he takes on the newly-created
position of associate director of student
leadership,saidTim Leary.
"We are attempting to offer more intentional waysto developstudentleaders and to
evaluatewhat wedooffer," Leary said.
Leary came to S.U. this fall after serving
two years as director ofstudent activities at
Willamette University in Salem, Oregon.He
graduated from the University of Vermont
with a degree in education and received his
master's degreein student personnel administrationfromColorado State University.
The office of student leadership was
created last spring when the positions of
dean for students, director of student
activities anddirector of new student orientation were merged, following the resign-

Hughes and Dean for Students Donna
Vaudrin.
It is important for students to know more
about their skills and goals, both while in
school and after graduation,Leary said.His
office will focus on five elements important
to student leadership, he added, including
developing students' interpersonal and
managerialskills, teaching them to question
their own spiritual, emotionaland physical
well-being, developing a multicultural perspective and helpingthemdevelopa sense of
direction using both short and long-term
goals.
Leary said he is excited about his new
position and the changes in the student life
office.Hesaid he will work to acquainthimself with faculty, students and the Jesuit
tradition by askinga lot of questionsand by
being visibleto peopleon campus.

Leary said his job has been made easier
because of the help he has received from
Hughesduring the transitional period.Leary
essentially replaces Hughes, who will be
leaving for Kenya, Africa next month to
workonhis dissertation.

Bob Newhart
headlines
dinner to raise
scholarship fund
Entertainer Bob Newhart will

Until a director is found for the student

leadershipoffice, Learysaidthegoingwillbe
slow. But he said he and Steve Fiksdal,
newly-appointed assistant director for student leadership, willbegin the work of developing leadership opportunities for stu-

dents.
A nationalsearch for a director wasunsuccessful this summer, but Leary said another
search will begin this fall. Leary added he
hopes the position will be filled within the

help

S.U.celebratetheprogressofthe $20million capital funds campaign, by headlining a jubilee appropriately titled
"Seattle University Celebration" on Oct.
13 at the WestinHotel'sGrandBallroom

.

year.

The student leadership office will begin
working to set up student leadership workshops and will also try to bring together
various campus services such as Campus
Ministry and Career Planning and Placement in sponsoring programs.

The celebration is a $100 per person
affair, with all proceeds going toward
funding student scholarships. A capacity
crowd of400isexpectedtoattend.
Greg Lucey, S.J., vice president for
university relations, said the gala is just
one way S.U. is attempting to add "a
touch of class" to its social events. Some

Aresource filehas alsobeenin the making
with sources of where students can find informationabout such things as timemanagement and budgeting money.

of the members of the organizing committee include Westin Hotels' President
Harry Mullikinand wife Judy, chairpersons of the celebration, Mayor Charles
Royer, Gov. John Spellman, Seahawk
General Manager Mike McCormack, and
restaurateurTim Firnstahl.

Leary said his office is also working with
the ASSU to establish requirements for club
funding, such as holding regular meetings,
naming officers and holding fund-raisers.
This work should make it easier for ASSU
senators and officers to determine which
clubs are most worthy of funding during the
spring budgetingprocess, Leary said.

Newhart, who attended a Jesuit college

in Chicago, is donating his time for this
event,according to Lucey.

JEFF ROBERTSON/SPECTATOR

TimLeary,newly-appointed associate director of student leadership, says
he's looking for a few good leaders. Perhaps you'd like to join his team?
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BROADWAY

Puts on the ritz and then s

Intrigue Antiqueshop brings back the ritzy past

The gang of a thousand hairdo's, sunglasses and scooters jazz up Dick's hamburger place
by Frances Lujan

Mirror, mirror on the wall, is there anything else besides rain that this city has at
all? Although life may not move in the fast
lane where Seattle is concerned, do not
despair. There is something else to see besides rain. Just head north from campus
and you will soon enter the land of the very
bizarre,but classy, Broadway.
On Broadway you will find the city's
most extreme limits. There is everything
from thrift shops to the ultra chic stores;
hamburger joints to the elegant fine dining
spots; inexpensive ice cream parlors to Haagen-Dazs.
You will be able to find everything you
want to buy, eat, and seeon Broadway.

Ice cream: Even when you're freezing
half to death and you are soaked to the skin
from the rain, who can resist ice cream?
Haagen-Dazs, 219 Broadway E. (325-8868). Located in The Alley, this is the
hangout surrounded by the land of the
thousand hairdo watchers.
Baskin-Robbins, 324 Broadway E.
(325-3130). For those of us who need to run
on a tighter budget, this ice cream parlor
willsatisfy your craving too.

"

"

Hamburgers and Pizza: When in college do as the college students do, eat junk
food excessively!
" Jack-in-the-Box, 100 Broadway E
(322-6554).

" Dick's Drive-In, 115 Broadway E
(323-1300).
" Arnold's 1833 Broadway. (325-5392).
" Red Robin Burger and Spirits Emporium, off Broadway, 1600 E. Olive Way.
(323-1600).

" Godfather's

pizza, 1830 Broadway

(328-1990).

" Pizza Haven, in the Broadway Arcade,
Broadway E.(322-6300).
112
" Domino's
Pizza, 128 E. Broadway.

(322-0094).

Unique shops: None of these shops
strike me as a "hole in the wall." Prepare
yourself to be tlabbergasted.
All That Jazz, 233 Broadway E. (324-9877). This trendy shop offers cards that
range from Betty Boop to lustful lovers.
Much more is to be seen, don't ignore this
Dlace.

"

A shoe shiner's work is never done on Broadway

" Great Things, 414 Broadway E. (324-

-9877). Another fun shop to check out. This
elegant shop sells cards, vases, posters,

shirts, andmuch more.

" Keegs, 310 Broadway E. (325-1771). If

you need some furniture, this place does
have its high prices but you can actually
find somegood deals on the newest decor.

Clothes shops: These shops really put

on the ritz, specializing in the latest European fashions. Even the thrift shop has a

touch ofEurope.

" Chop

Suey, 1828 Vi Broadway (324-3593). A second-hand clothes store with a
clientele ranging from street punkers to
book worms. Great deals on wintercoats.
Dila Boutique, 603 Broadway E. (329-2777). If you really want to be the proud
owner of a $300 angora Italian-made
sweater then this boutique has the look you

"

want.

Theaters: You don't have to head
downtown to see a movie. Broadway district not only runs the movie blockbusters
but also brings new foreign films to the city.
The Egyptian Theater, 801 E. Pine, off
Broadway. (323-8986). Now playing
"Choose Me," rated R. Showings at 1,3,
5, 7:15, and9:30.
The Broadway Theater, 201 Broadway
E. (323-1085). Now playing "Repo Man,"
rated R. Showings at 1:40, 3:30, 5:20,7:30,
and9:25.
The Harvard Exit, 807 E. Roy (323-8986). Now playing "Careful, He Might
Hear You, rated PG, showings at 7 and
9:15. Also playing "Les Comperes," showings at 7:15 and9:30.
Eateries: Fine cuisine is probably the
main reason Broadway is attracting more
people. Steak, lobster, pasta, cheese, and
good winealwaysbrings me back to Broad-

"
"
"

" Charlie'sBar & Grill, 217 Broadway E.

way.

(323-2535). A cozy atmosphere just to sit
down with a friend and relax. Reasonable
prices.

" La Cocina, 432

Broadway E. (323el taco grande complete with a bright green and yellow decor
makes this Mexican restaurant a welcoming
placeto be.

-1675VMargaritas and

" Trattoria Pagliacci, 42i
(322-3326). Pasta bravo! A
eat and it is inexpensive.
Gracie's, 335 Broadwaj

"

Pink neon and an extensive
affirms that this place is orig
sive.
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"
"
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Sweet tooth shops: Yo
call mom and ask her to pie
lates anymore.
The Cookie Nook, 112
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and enjoy a break.
Mrs.Fields' Cookies,4
(321-1161). No one can resis
morsels.

"

"

" DillettanteChocolates
way W. (329-6463).
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a variety of chocolatesand
presso bar.
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"

4880).

If all else fails, thereate C
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Trattoria Pagliacci, 426 Broadway E.
(322-3326). Pasta bravo! A great place to
eat and it isinexpensive.
Gracie's, 335 Broadway E. (328-1400).
Pink neon and an extensive bar ultimately
affirms that this place is original and expensive.
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Beauty Salons: Remember that in
Decemberwe willallprobablybe seeingmom
again. So,remembertoRet your haircut

" Supercuts,

A regularBroadway visitor models the latest trend for t-shirts

off Broadway, 1550 E.
Olive Way. (325-4895). Cheap and no appointment necessary.
Hair Connection, 122 Broadway E.
Akio's, off Broadway, 1658 E. Olive
Way (324-7676).
Broadway Beauty School, 430 Broadway E. (323-2922). Even cheaper, but call

"
"
"

ahead.

Sweet tooth shops: You don't have to
call mom and ask her to please send chocolates anymore.
The CookieNook, 1 12 Broadway(322-6966). Inside the Broadway Arcade treat
yourself toa couple of cookiesand espresso
and enjoy a break.
%
Mrs. Fields' Cookies,422 Broadway E.
(321-1161). No one can resist these heavenly
morsels.

"

"

" DillettanteChocolatesInc., 416 Broad-

wayW. (329-6463). A cozyatmosphere with
a variety of chocolates and an excellent espresso bar.
Temptations, 410 E. Broadway (323-

"

-4880).

If all else fails, there jie other shops to be
explored.There is also Broadway's answer
to K-Mart— Fred Meyer— if you need
something you can't find in those little
shops, and if you want some cheap munchies fast, there's a Safeway at the end of
the road.

PHOTOS BY BRIAN ROONEY

Dreamland's clientele explore the thrift shop's funky merchandise

■i

Funds campaign hits 70 percent of goal in first year
Conducting a campaign of this kind
makes an institution "very, very, very
vulnerable," Lucey said. "If anything
has happened that's offensive or that
has hurt anyone in the history of this
institution, we've heard about it," he
said.
But on the flip side, "we'vealsoheard
about what people likeand what they're
willing to invest in," he added.
When the campaign first began,
Lucey said. University President William J. Sullivan, S.J., figured campaign
workers would have to average a net
daily contributionof $20,000 to meet the
campaign goal. Instead, "we've been
averaging about $45,000 every working

Campaign for Seattle University
— The
a three year, $20 million fund-raising

—

effort completed its first year with
donations totaling just over 70 percent
of its goal, bringing in $14.4 million to
date, said Greg Lucey, S.J., vice president for university relations.
As a result, the university's annualoperating fund has been increased by 35
percent, or $920,000 this past year,
Lucey said.
The campaign has also been "extremely successful" in garnering the support of nearly 78 percent of S.U. faculty
and48 percent of staff, he said.
Lucey said his goal for this year is to
raise an additional $4 million for the
campaign and $1 million for the annual
fund, recently renamed the Seattle University Fund.

Theendowmentwillget $9.3 millionto
develop a stronger faculty, support
learning resources, provide more
financial aid to students, and strengthen
the university's "Catholic dimension"
by increasing support for Campus
Ministry and possible establishing a new

—

An endowment is money given to a
university to invest and to use the interest earned for specific positions or operational costs. The university's present
policy is to spendno more than 8 percent
of its endowment earnings for operations, Lucey said, in order to keep it
from depleting with inflation.

Launched last year, the campaign has

already receivedgifts such as $1 million

-■'-"" leiKemia society of america, inc.
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The campaign marks the first time
S.U. has ever appealed to the public for
funds tomeet acomprehensiveplan,Sullivansaid.

Another $8 million will go to capital
projects, such as constructing a new
science and engineering building and
computer center, and beautifying the
campus. The remaining $2.7 million will
go towardS.U.s annual operating fund.

The $20 million to be raised by the
campaign will be divided into three
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theological center on campus.

day."
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from the Boeing Company designated
for use in constructing the new science
facility; $250,000 from the L'xon Cor-,
poration; $50,00(1 I'rom Weyerhaeuser;
and $3 —million— tin- laruesi uid in S.U.s
history fromOe '"■■■" ■*<"■' anoers.

major areas: increasing the endowment,
capital projects and operating funds.
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Leukemia Society of America,
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Office Hours: 9:00 am -5:00 pm.

Student Union Building 2nd Floor

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!

ASSU SPEAKERS SERIES

Welcome for the first time or for another time.
You are now a member of the Associated Students of
Seattle University.
You are now a Seattle U. Chieftain. Be proud of who you are. I
Be Pr°ud of who we all are.
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A DEBATABLE POLICY."
ASSU OUTDOOR BASH
Featuring: NEW PROFIT

FEATURING: RAYMOND BONNER
FORMER NEW YORK TIMES CORRESPONDENT IN

IReported^Newsweek,

Beerw/I.D. 9:00-1:00 am

Pigott Terrace

Wall Street Journal.
TIME magazine describes Bonner as, "the most energetic
and controversial reporter on the scene" in El Salvador.

||

10:00-12:00/$2.00

9:00-10:00/$1.00

The Washington Post, and
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"Come up and join the team."
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STREET FAIR!!
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THE BIG DAY.
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MARGUERITE

ICruise to Victoria
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OF THE WEEK:
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ASSU GOES TO
THE MOVIES:

"Ghostbusters"
FRONT OF XAVIER
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"US INVOLVEMENT
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AMERICA"
presentedby
RAYMOND BONNER
7-30 pm
Library Auditorium
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ASSU SUPER SECRET I
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Mt. RainierTour
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Buhr Hall Lawn
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Monday, October Bth through Sunday October 14th
"Herzliches Willkommen an alle!"
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Xavier

(continuedfrom page one)
could raise about $10 million beginning this

spring, of which approximately $3 million
wouldgo towardbuildingthe newoffices.
The trustees have given the go-ahead on
the construction, Sullivan said, and "work
willbegin immediately" to form an artsand
sciences faculty committee, as wellasa larger
university building committee, to begin
making plans and setting priorities for the
newoffice space.
Constructioncouldbeginayearfromnow
andfaculty may beable to moveinto thenew
offices by the fallof1986, Sullivansaid.
No final decision has been made as to
wherethe building will be located, Sullivan
added.However,he saidthe spot beinggiven
the most attention right now is the old
McCusker Building,presently a parking lot,
and the campus Jesuit community has
agreed to makethe Loyola Annex property
availableforthe project.
Asked for her reaction to the decision,
Jane Glaser, ASSU Ist vice president, said
she was "absolutelyecstatic."
Glaser, who headed the "Student Committee to Keep Xavier" last year, said she
was delightedto be able to tell new students
and their parents of the decisionas she took
them ontours ofthecampuslast week.
"It was so fun telling the parents that the
students actually petitioned the adminisreally did
trationandthat the administration
''
listen to the students, Glaser said.

Iill—

i

Thomas I.origin, vice president for academic affairs, saidhe also was delightedby
the move."It's heartwarming,becauseIama
humanist," Longinsaid.
Especiallyas the universitymoves forward
with plans for new science and engineering
facilitiesandanewcomputer center, Longin
said, "I find it heartwarmingthat we at the
same time are speaking of a home for the
core faculty ofthis institutionthatis appropriate to their teaching, thatis appropriateto
their very personalized, one-on-one work
with students."
For themost part, Longinsaid,hebelieves
the faculty share his view. "They feel encouraged, they feel responded to. They feel
like someone paid attention to them and to
theirneeds."
But on the other hand, he said he also
heard suggestions from some faculty thatthe
money might bebetterspent onsalaries.
Rather than becoming discouraged by
thosekindsof suggestions, hetriedto remind
faculty that administratorsare awareof the
need for additionalcompensation resources
for the faculty. "But we ought not to pit
physical against our needs in compensation," hesaid.
but this (the
"They're both needs
new building)is a striking need that,
" if we
don'tdealwithit,becomes acrisis.
"As you make this kind of leap, there's
also some peopleout there who are saying,
'why a building?'"But Longin said he be-

...

lieves thedecisionis acommitment to "what
overall will bestenhance the opportunity for
quality education, people's attitudes, their
sense of security, their ability to interact

comfortably and productively with students,
all ofthosethings. Youknow, if peopleneed
a space to carry out their work, then that's
reallyimportant."
i

BRIANROONEY/SPECTATOR

It may look sturdy as a rock from this distance,but a university committee
last year predicted Marian Hallcouldn't weather another Northwest winter.
Consequently, university administrators plan to build the liberal arts
faculty abrand-new office building and construction may begin next year.
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Alumni seek education, not frills, survey finds
by Crystal Kua
S.U. alumni would rather participatein
self-help seminars than attend social events
such as homecoming, according to results
from a University Relations questionnaire
sent to graduates over the summer.
The survey netted 2,465 responses, and
the results talliedindicated 36.9 percent of
the respondents would prefer to attend informational presentations, and another
33.4 percent would participate in current
issues discussions, while26.8 percent would
attenduniversity-sponsoredsocialactivities.
In a similarquestion,27.2percent saidin the

future they wouldwant to attend classes on
campus, while only 5.9 percent would go to

homecoming.
Greg Lucey, S.J., vice president for Uni-

versity Relations, said the purpose of the
survey was to create a two-way commu-

nication between alumni and S.U., so the
university can better assess the needs of the
graduates. "It (the survey) urged them
(alumni) to talkback to us," Lucey said.
For example, in response to the request
for more educational seminars, the university will be sponsoring a series of free
Saturday workshopsfor alumni.

Liturgical director seeks to
introduce peace and justice issues
Lisa Ursino-Nanceis the newest member ofthe campus ministry team this year
atS.U.
As the new campus liturgical director,
Ursino-Nance willnot only assist with the
liturgies, butshe will assist all the membersofthecampus ministry team.
"I'm very involvedin peace and justice
issues, especiallynuclear disarmament.I
bring that to the team," said UrsinoNance.
One goal Ursino-Nancesaid she would
be working on will be to work with the
non-traditional students and to offer
them support.
Another goal Ursino-Nance stressed
was working on the daily masses, trying
to encourage more participation and to
makethemmoreappealing to attend.
Ursino-Nanceis marriedand has three
children. She was educated at Holy
Names Academy in Seattle and has
workedat St. Edward'sCatholicChurch
Ursino-Nance said she will be taking
inSouthSeattlefor thepast lOyears.Last classes at S.U. this winter quarter,
year sheworked as the pastoral associate
although shehasn't yet decided whatshe
atSt Edward'sbeforecoming toS.U.
willbestudying.

.
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The first one, entitled"Issues/84: Health
and Weil-Being," is scheduled for Oct. 20,
and will deal with a variety of health topics
such as stress, heart conditions, alcoholism,
sports medicineand cancer treatment.
Lucey added that prior to the survey,his
office had only made assumptions about
what alumni wanted, but now University
Relations has the questionnaire results to
either verify or change those assumptions.
Usually surveys from the alumni office
are sent to a cross-section of graduates
Lucey said, but the latest questionnairewas
the first sent to all alumni.However, Lucey
added that his office received responses
from a broad cross-sectionofalumni.
The questionnaire asked alumni to indicate their year of graduation by choosing
from five eras which included 1909-1940,
1941-1950, 1951-1960, 1961-1970 and 1971-1984. Responses representeda least one percent of graduates from each era, with the
largest responses coming from the most
recent era with a 51.7 percent response.
Questionnaire results showed a crosssection from the alumni's major area of
studies such as liberal arts, business, education, etc. The percentages of females and
males responding were almost equal with
51.3 percent being femaleand 46.6 percent
beingmale.
Lucey saidhe was pleasedwith the results
and added they will help University Relations office make more accurate alumni
assessments in the future.
"A major focus and priority of University Relations willbe communicating, relating and interacting with alumni this year
and years to come," said Lucey.
One way Lucey's office plans to upgrade
communication with graduates is through
S.U.s alumni news magazine SUN, since
83.5 percent of the graduates indicated in
the survey that SUN provided them with the
most informationabout S.U. events.
One whole section of the survey was
devoted to SUN, and the questions dealt
with how completely graduates read the
magazine, what type of articles they read
and what type of articles they would be
interestedin seeing.
The alumni werealso asked to rate specific areas of the magazine such as the writing, design, photography and coverage of

both S.U. and off-campus topics and
events.
Lucey said results from

this section will
help the SUN staff in preparing articles of
interest to alumni. Nearly 55 percent said
they pay most attention to the section
Alumni Newsmakers, which profiles fellow
classmates' achievements since graduation.
As a result, Lucey said, the magazine will
put more emphasis in the future on class
news.
Overall, Lucey said he was "extremely
satisfied" with the survey and its results,
and said he thought the questionnaire was
"well-doneandanalyzed well."
Lucey attributed much of the credit to
Mark Burnett, director of Communications, who headed the committeethat put
together the survey.
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Three S.U. priests concelebrated with the pope
Sauvain agreed with Kohls saying the
pope's voice had a "very convincing tone"
that was electrifying."Even"thelittlechildren
wereglued listening to him
The focus of the pope's homily did not
express a moralstatement, said Sauvain, but
concentrated on doctrinesand blessings of
theChurch.The pontiffalsospoke aboutthe
view Catholics have about Christianity and
prayed for the unity of Christianity worldwide.

by MaybelSidoine

Included among the masses who flocked

.

to Canada to see Pope John Paul II earlier

thismonth werethreeJesuitsfromS.U.
Louis Sauvain, S.J., Henry Kohls, S.J.,
and Raymond Talbot,S.J. allof whomhad
never before seen or met with the pope,
described their experiences during the celebrationearlier thismonth.
Sauvain, associate professor of theology
and religiousstudies, said "consecratingand
celebratingwith theheadof the church" was
agreat thrill.

"It was a elorious day," said Talbot,
director of Chief SeattleCenter.But Talbot
criticized themedia'scoverageof the "handful of demonstrators" who, several hours
before thepope arrived, carrieda cross with
a message stating "No hope for the pope.
Everybodyknows wearesafeby faith."
The three priests heard confessions and
distributedCommunionto the congregation
with the many other priests who also concelebratedwith thepope.

"He (thepope) sacrificed a great deal. He
probably traveled 8,000 miles to visit his
peopleand
" Ifigure Ican travel130 miles to

.

seehim, saidSauvain
He added the congregation's reaction to
the pope's homily was evident by several
interruptionsofspontaneousclapping.
"It was amazing to see theresponse ofthe
people,"Sauvain said."No one put up any
sign to clap.There was no cheerleader."
Kohls, an associate professor of
philosophy,describedandpraised thepope's
voiceandability to deliverhis homily saying,
"His voice was so modulated, so clear, so
powerful.It was really something to listen
to. He wrappedhimself inhis own speaking,
communicating with his people and that is
whatIenjoy themost."

Sauvain said,"I amsure they (thepeople)
came with the notion of being one with the
pope.He said later in his homily, "In Holy
Communion I'll be with you really and

■fe^

■fc.

busy.

Kohls added it was often difficult to hear
whatpeople weresaying becauseof the con-

Two volunteer guards will be on duty

tomorrow and Friday at the upper Cherry
Street crosswalk to help students start the
school year without mishap and to remind
drivers to slow down when they come over

the hill from 10th Avenue, saidJane Glaser,
ASSUI
st vicepresident.
Glaser, who made the orange and black
uniforms and the matching "safety first"
signs theguardswillbe wearingandcarrying,
said the purpose of the patrol will be twofold.

"We would like to serve as a gentle

Thepriests, whowerestationedfortherite
ofreconciliationin various areas,hada card
with their name and a list of languages each
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reminder to the regular commuters that frequent this route that school is starting," she
wrote in a memo to university adminis-
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tinual prayers and announcements being
made over the loudspeakers. But he said,
"the important thingis thatpeoplesaidtheir
sins and we gavethem
" absolution. The restis
frosting on thecake.

Crosswalk guards to help
students get to class safely

truly."*

"

Hfek.

spoke.Kohls said onepriest, whosecarddisplayed eight languages, was continually

A powerful combination,

Think business. With
the BA-35 Student Mgm
Business Analyst.
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trators, ASSU officers and senators, and
student lifestaff announcing her intentions
to form thepatrol.

"We hopethis willhelp themrememberto
slowdown and stop when someone is at the
crosswalk. In addition, we would like to
remindtheSeattleUniversityadministration
that thereis still a safety problem that may
years until the new Student
not wait five ''
Union isbuilt, thememoreads.
Guards will be on duty20 minutesbefore
the start of 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. classes both
days, Glaser said. "Drivers come over that
hillso fast, wejust wantto bethere toremind
them thatit's thelawthat they must cometo
a full stop when a person is in the crosswalk," she added.
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Tennis anyone?
Well, if not, maybe soccer is more your
speed. For the latest in S.U. sports news,
see related stories be10w....

BRIAN ROONEY/SPECTATOR

Men's California trip had
its share of joys and woes

Sportslate
1984 Seattle University Men's Soccer Schedule
September

October

November

26 Wednesday
29 Saturday

Simon Fraser University
SeattlePacific University

Away 7:30p.m.
HOME 1 p.m.

3 Wednesday
6 Saturday
10 Wednesday
13 Saturday
17 Wednesday
20 Saturday
27 Saturday
28 Sunday
31 Wednesday

Evergreen State College
Western Washington University
University of Washington
University of Portland
SeattlePacific University
University of Puget Sound
Gonzaga University
Whitworth College
Pacific Lutheran University

Away

HOME
Away
Away
Away

3 Saturday
10 Saturday

University of Washington
S.U. alumni

HOME
HOME

HOME

4 p.m.
3 p.m.

7:30p.m.
HOME 3p.m.
Away 8:30p.m.
Away

1p.m.
1p.m.
1p.m.

3p.m.
2p.m.

3p.m.

1984 Seattle University Volleyball Schedule
September

October

26 Wednesday
27 Thursday
29 Saturday
30 Sunday

Away 7:30p.m.
7 p.m.

HOME
HOME
Away

2 p.m.
2p.m.

27, 28 Sat-Sun

Western WashingtonUniversity
George Fox College
Western Washington University
Central Washington University
GonzagaUniversity
Whitworth College
Whitman College
University of Puget Sound
Pacific Lutheran University
Simon Fraser Tournament

Away 7:30p.m.
TBA
Away
HOME 6p.m.
7 p.m.
Away
HOME
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Away
Away
7p.m.
HOME 7 p.m.
4 p.m.
Away
1p.m.
Away
Away 12 noon
HOME 7p.m.
7 p.m.
HOME
TBA
Away

2,3 Fri-Sat

District Championships

Spokane

3 Wednesday
5, 6 Fri-Sat

7 Sunday
8 Monday
10 Wednesday
12 Friday
15 Monday
17 Wednesday
19 Friday
20 Saturday
21 Sunday
23 Tuesday
25 Thursday

November

University of Puget Sound
Lewis-Clark State College
George Fox College
SimonFraser University

Pacific Lutheran University
UPS Tournament
SimonFraser University
Central Washington University

Themen's soccer teamsure hadits shareof
ups anddownsduringits Sept 13 to 16 trip to
Chico, Calif, to playin the CaliforniaState
Universitysoccer tournament.

.

Firstthe "ups."
The team wonone of its twogamesin the
tournament. The Chiefs beat Humboldt
State 3-2, but lost to Western Washington
5-1to placethirdinthe tournament.
Now forthe "downs."
Most ofthe mishaps,frustration, and confusion that occurred on the Chico trip surrounded sevenineligibleplayers and a new
NAIA eligibility ruling.
A coupleof soccer players, whoasked to
remainanonymous,expresseddismay at the
fact that seven ineligible players went to
Chico and by the first game only two were
clearedfromthe ineligibility list.
The two who were cleared were freshman
and as freshman, all they needed to be was
admitted to S.U. and taking at least 12 credits. First quarter freshmen usually start
withacleanbill.
One anonymous player called the certificationprocedures foreligibility inconsistent.
Len Nardone, associatedirectorof athletics and Pat Raney, S.U.s men's soccer
coach, saidmuchoftheconfusion was ingettingused toanewrule.
The new NAIA eligibilityrule was establishedin May 1984, and states that a player
must not only be certified eligible, but the
player's eligibility form must be signed and
postmarked to the NAIA prior to the first
day ofcompetition
Nardone saidhe thinksthe reason thisnew
rule was established is because too many
players participate in sports and are not eli-

.

gible.

According to Raney, the seven players
who were ineligibleon the Chico trip, were
processedlate.
"There was a lot of confusion which
should not have occurred," said Nardone,
"and that confusion filtered down to the
players." Both Nardone and Raney agreed
there was miscommunication betweenthem
during theeligibilityproblem.
Nardone, Raney andChappy Menninger,
directorof university sports, met the Monday following the Chico trip to discuss and

straightenout problemsin procedure,communication, and thecertification process for

eligibility.
All the players who wereineligible on the
Chico trip arenow eligibletoplay.
One more"up"forthe team.

One player said the ineligibilityproblems
helped the players to unify the team.

Lady Chiefs kick

the soccer ball
with U.W. today
The Lady Chieftains soccer team will
continue its season today with a game
against the University of Washington at
the S.U. Intramural field at 3 p.m.
Coach Jan Smisek's team began the
season by hosting the first Costello Cup
"tournament at S.U. The Lady Chieftains
were outplayed by their guests, losing
first to Santa Clara, 6-1, and then to
Pacific .Lutheran University by a score
of 1 10 0 in overtime.They placed fourth
in the tournament.

Next for S.U. was a trip to California
for the Chico State Tournament. Once
again, the competition proved too much
for the Lady Chiefs as they placed sixth
in the tourney. S.U. opened by losing 9
to 0 to Western Washington, then
dropped games to Cal-Poly Pomona and
the University of Puget Sound.
One plus for the Lady Chiefs in their
game today is the return of all-conference and all-district player Jane Yegge.
The sophomore forward was unable to
play in the Chico State tournament after
suffering a knee injury in the game
against UPS.
After hosting UW today, the Lady
Chieftains will play the University of
Portland on Saturday Sept. 29 at the
S.U. Intramural Field. Both games will
count in Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference standings.
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Canada's Bear ofBeers
ishere!
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breedof brew.
An authentic Canadian lager naturallyaged, so it's remarkably smooth.With a flavor
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beersis here!

—

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS

Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, NY.
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The HeartClubof ProvidenceMedical Center
conducts its next series on atheroscleriosis
and its risk factors on Wednesday, Oct. 3
o regis er or or
P
details call326-5328

The executive board of the Marksman-

ship Club meets today at noon in Andrew

_

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"

-

students, and advanced. Put some excitementinto your collegecareer!!
BEGINNEROR ADVANCED Costisaboutthe
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
sameasa semester in a U.S. college: $3,380.
tour hours a day, four days a week, four
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HesearcK 11322 Idaho Aye., #206 JC,
Los Angeles, CA90025 (213)477-8226.
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SEMESTER IN SPAIN
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GET A GOOD DEAL MORE
2-20 OZ. SOFT DRINKS WITH THE
purchase of any large pizza at the

(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

O-***^%*.i.p

ft£\

FOR SALE: Cubic foot refrigerator, great
for dorms! Why rent when you can buy!
I Only$75.00; callRose, 626h5850.
NorthwestAUTAIR Service
placingstudenu withfamilies.
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PROFESSIONAL TYPING: Term papers,
reports, resumes. Reasonable rates.
WORDS ETC.
485-3752.
DUPLEX, 2 BEDROOMS, w/w, electric
heat, 2 blocks from campus, $250.00/mo.,

to choose from all sub/ecis!
Rush $2 for the current, 306-pagecata-
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HERBS A DEAL

semesters taught in U.S. colleges overa two
year time span). Your Spanish studies willbe
enhanced by opportunities not availableIn a
U.S. classroom. Standardized testsshow our
students' language skills superior tostudents
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrang ments
SPRING SEMESTER -Jan. 30- May 29
FALL SEMESTER- Aug. 29 -Dec.19
each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED -A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
For full information
send coupon to:
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months. Earn 16 hrs ofcredit (equivalent to 4

Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board, and tuition complete. Government grants andloans may be
applied towards our programs.
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Language,"on Wednesday, Oct. 17 at noonin
Liberal Arts305. Thelectureis sponsored by the
S.U.Literature Club.

Tadie'soffice, Marian235.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN 1
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PoHticar'pe^uTsion" and the^PoweTof

is looking for
repaiere
photographers,

Side Drive N.E., Box 12, Tacoma, WA.
98422
HOUSE-MATE Wanted in Madrona. W/
mother and 2 children, cat and another
adult- Sl5O/mo. call Susan 623-7700 or
323-8450.
GOVE NM NT JOBS s 6'
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bowl of soup and a large croissant
NOW ONLY $1.99.
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OFFER ENDS COLUMBUS DAY
AT ALL LOCAT ONS
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graphic artists, sports writers, entertainment and feature

writers, columnists and someone to answer the phone.

If you're ready for fame and fortune, stop by the
basement of the Student Unbn building and check us out, or
give us a call at 626-6850.
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